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Abstract 

It is shown that for catalysis in general the kinetics of reactions can be discussed in terms of an extended Eyring rate equation 
which takes account of equilibria between free reactants and catalyst-reactant complexes as well as the equilibrium between 
complexed reactants and transition state. This extended equation, J& = kTlh . Kads . K #, where Kads incorporates all the com- 
plexation or Langmuir adsorption coefficients necessary is the basis of a novel understanding of the well-known compensation 
effect. 
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It is usually assumed that the equilibrium con- 
stant, K +, in the famous Eyring rate equation, Eq. 
1, is for one step, the chemical transformation of 
reactant(s) into the transition state; keXP is the rate 
constant for the reaction. 

kex p = kTl h - K * (1) 

However, we recently realized [ 1 ] that it is 
more valid generally to regard this equilibrium 
constant as applying to physical equilibrium 
between reactant(s) and transition state. Now a 
whole series of steps may be incorporated, such 
that K # becomes a composite constant, i.e, a mul- 
tiple and/or quotient of all the individual equilib- 
rium constants, one for each step. 

This idea is particularly apposite for catalysis, 
homogeneous and heterogeneous, where various 
complexation or chemisorption steps occur prior 
to the activation step. 
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The Eyring equation is then expanded, as in 
Eq. 2 

kexp = kTl h - Kads . K + (2) 

Reactant(s) + Cat __L Transition State 

/ Kf 

Reaction(s) - Cat 

This equation reveals that in catalysis the appar- 
ent activation energies are greatly influenced by 
heats of adsorption or complexation of reac- 
tant( s), while the corresponding entropies of 
binding the substrates to the catalyst are a major 
factor in determining the magn&de of the exper- 
imental pre-exponential factor, A, in the Arrhenius 
rate equation ( 3). 

k exp = Ae -EJRT (3) 
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KadS for heterogeneous catalysis is a Langmuir 
adsorption coefficient, or multiple, or quotient of 
such coefficients, if there is more than one reac- 
tant. This novel combination of Langmuir theory 
and Eyring rate theory affords the following three 
classical limiting cases, where C, and C, are 
Langmuir adsorption coefficients. 

k exp = kTlh- C,.,z (4) 

k ,,,=kTlh~C&-K+ (5) 

kexp=kTlh~CxICY~K+ (6) 

Eqs. 4 and 5 are for weak adsorption of reactant, 
or of both reactants X and Y. The heats of adsorp- 
tion then subtract from the true activation energy, 
thereby giving a lower apparent activation energy 
for the overall catalytic reaction. The entropy of 
adsorption is also negative so A decreases as Eapr, 
decreases in accordance with the following Eiqsl 
7,8 and 9. 

A=kTlh-edSIR (7) 

AS= ASfd,,,, + AS+ (8) 

AS = AS;d,,,, + AS&,,, + AS + (9) 

The apparent activation energy is then given by 
Eqs. 10 and 11 when e andfare small constants 

Eapp = A%&,, + m + + e (10) 

Eapp = A%,,,, + AH&,, + w (11) 

We have argued [l] that this is the source of 
the famous compensation effect in catalysis [ 21, 
which is expressed by the linear relationship (Eq. 
12)) where a and b are constants. 

lnA=aE+b (12) 

Compensation may extend over a range of E val- 
ues differing by as much as 200 kJ mol- ‘, as 
observed recently [ 31. 

Eq. 6 applies in those important cases where X 
and Y compete for the same sites, X being weakly 
adsorbed, and Y strongly adsorbed. Now the over- 
all AS value is given by Eq. 13, 

AS= AS:d,cx, - AS&,, + AS + (13) 

while Eapp is given by Bq. 14, where g is a constant 

It is obvious that Eapp may rise to very high values 
because - AH$,,,, for the strongly adsorbing Y 
is now a major positive contribution. This is pre- 
sumably the explanation of the very high E values 
at the upper end of the compensation range 
observed for neopentane hydrogenolysis on vari- 
ous Pd-zeolite catalysts [ 31. Here Y is Hz which 
dissociatively chemisorbs more readily than neo- 
pentane on the metal. The pre-exponential factor 
also increases because - AS&,, is now a large 
positive contribution to the overall value of AS, as 
given by Eq. 13. 

The general value of this novel approach to 
kinetics in catalysis is well illustrated by a reap- 
praisal of an important classical example from the 
gas phase. The halogen gases, Cl*, Br,, and Iz 
catalyse the thermal decomposition of NzO into 
Nz and O2 [4]. The rate of reaction is given by 
the expression, kexp Pky PNIO where X2 is halogen 
and X atoms act as the catalyst. These kinetics can 
be explained by Scheme 1. 

N20+Xz +Nz+tOz+X2 

xz +2x K (equilibrium) 

N20+X+N20X+ 
N,OX“+N,+OX > 

k,(slow) 

20x+0*+x* 

k =P =kTlh.K”2.K* =k, .k”= 

Eap=E, tfdH”=E,+$[Dx,+RT] 

Scheme 1. 

A composite equilibrium, X2 + 2Nz0 + 
2N20X’, incorporating the formation of the cat- 
alyst X from X2, and the complexation step 
between reactant and catalyst, which is also the 
activation step, is also involved here, and an 
extended Eyring equation, exactly analogous to 
Eq. 2 is required. The heat of dissociation of Xz is 
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positive and thus I&, is raised above E,, while 
the entropy of dissociation of X2, which is also 
positive, increases the value of the pre-exponen- 
tial factor. 

The extended Eyring equation, as shown by Eq. 
2 and Scheme 1, therefore seems to be required to 
explain kinetics in catalysis for all phases, gas, 
liquid, and solid. 

An analogous extended Eyring equation (Eq. 
15) can also be used to explain isokinetic behav- 
iour when a family of solvents is examined for 
their influence on the rates of a given reaction [ 51. 

kexp = kTlh . Ksolv ??K+ (1% 

Here Ksolv is a constant arising from a constant 
free energy difference between solvation of reac- 
tants and transition state. The enthalpies and entro- 

pies of solvation are then important 
interdependent valuables ( A&rv - TA&o,v 
= AGsOIV = constant), just as they are for com- 

L3 

plexation and chemisorption of the reactants in 
catalysis [ 11. 
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